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Metro Vancouver lands provide valuable habitat for wildlife, including this majestic bald eagle
Credit: Trevor Clark

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Metro Vancouver’s 2019 Progress Report on the Ecological Health Framework identifies corporate initiatives
that advance ecological health and help to achieve the Framework’s vision of a “beautiful, healthy, and resilient
environment for current and future generations”. This inaugural report demonstrates how the strategies in the
Framework are being implemented through initiatives started or completed in 2019. The report profiles over 100
corporate initiatives that advance ecological health across the region. Organized by goal, a few key highlights
from 2019 include:
GOAL 1: BUILD ECOLOGICAL RESILIENCE AND MINIMIZE IMPACTS
• Setting Climate Action Targets
Metro Vancouver adopted the target of a carbon
neutral region by 2050, with an interim target of 45%
greenhouse gas emission reduction by 2030.

• Designing a New Wastewater Treatment Plant
Design concepts were developed for the Iona
Wastewater Treatment Plant, Iona Beach Regional
Park, and the Iona Island foreshore to enhance
habitat for fish and wildlife, capture rainwater, and
connect visitors with nature.

GOAL 2: PROTECT NATURAL AREAS AND CONSERVE ECOSYSTEM SERVICES
• Protecting Natural Areas
Over 80 hectares of land for Regional Parks, as well
as funding to purchase additional natural areas and
greenways.
• Tracking Ecological Health
Metro Vancouver assessed carbon storage, tree
canopy cover, and other indicators across the region
to track trends and help understand the regional
‘state of the environment’.

• Assisting Salmon Migration
Nearly 19,000 juvenile Coho and over 300 juvenile
Steelhead were collected and transported from
Capilano Reservoir and released downstream of the
Cleveland Dam, increasing the number of fish that
return to the Capilano River as spawning adults.

GOAL 3: NURTURE NATURE WITHIN COMMUNITIES
• Enhancing Green Spaces at Housing Sites
Metro Vancouver Housing planted pollinator-friendly
landscaping, enhanced community garden spaces,
and improved the accessibility of these spaces for
tenants.
Metro Vancouver continues to advance ecological health through a range of initiatives.
Visit metrovancouver.org for updates on these and other initiatives. Future Ecological Health Framework
progress reports will reflect completion of some of the projects listed here, as well as new work.
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Wetlands such as Widgeon Marsh Regional Park provide important ecosystem services such as
flood control and water purification

INTRODUCTION
We are inextricably linked to the health of our
environment. The concept of ecological health
captures the connection among healthy functioning
ecosystems, the valuable services they provide, and
human well-being. Maintaining and enhancing the
integrity of ecosystems and other natural features
is essential for ensuring that residents of the region
continue to benefit from the ecosystem services that
contribute to our collective well-being and prosperity.

• provides a foundation for integrating ecological
health into Metro Vancouver’s corporate decision
making;

The Ecological Health Framework encapsulates Metro
Vancouver’s collective efforts around ecological health
and provides guiding principles, goals, and strategies
to help achieve the vision of a “beautiful, healthy,
and resilient environment for current and future
generations”. Adopted by the Metro Vancouver Board
in October 2018, the Framework:

Progress reports will highlight corporate initiatives
that contribute to implementing the strategies in the
Framework. This inaugural progress report features
projects and initiatives started or completed in 2019,
and provides updates on key initiatives from previous
years. The description for each initiative highlights
connections to ecological health. The initiatives are
presented in alignment with the goals and strategies in
the Framework, identifying the lead Metro Vancouver
department or division.

• identifies Metro Vancouver’s role in protecting
and enhancing ecological health as it relates to its
services and functions;

• identifies how Metro Vancouver will report on
ecological health-related initiatives across the
organization; and
• supports regional efforts to protect and enhance
ecological health.

CORPORATE INITIATIVES THAT
ADVANCE ECOLOGICAL HEALTH
As a public entity, Metro Vancouver has a variety of
responsibilities related to the ecological health of our
region, from protecting lands through its regional
parks and watersheds functions to minimizing impacts
on the environment through its utility operations and
regulatory roles. Organized by goal, the projects
described in this report illustrate Metro Vancouver’s
various roles in implementing the Framework –
from corporate leadership, to participation and
collaboration, to supporting other agency initiatives.

Several key initiatives have been profiled
using this icon.

Metro Vancouver’s Ecological Health Framework 2019 Progress Report
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Iona Island Wastewater Treatment Plant Design Concept

GOAL 1: Build ecological resilience and minimize impacts
Strategy 1.1 Enhance Metro Vancouver’s environmental performance
• EXPLORE OPPORTUNITIES TO CONSIDER ECOSYSTEM SERVICES IN THE DESIGN
AND CONSTRUCTION OF NEW FACILITIES
New Iona Island Wastewater Treatment Plant Design
(Liquid Waste Services)
The new Iona Island Wastewater Treatment Plant
(IIWWTP) presents a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to
protect and enhance the ecological health of the Fraser
River estuary. The new plant is set within Iona Beach
Regional Park at the mouth of the Fraser River. Iona
Island and the surrounding area is comprised of a rich
diversity of ecosystems and supports crucial habitat for
millions of migrating Pacific salmon and birds, and atrisk plants and wildlife. Recognizing that the new plant
is part of a much larger system, the project team is
using a regenerative design process that considers how
the project can make a net positive contribution to the
surrounding ecosystems, communities and businesses.
In 2019, the project team developed design concepts
8

for the new facility and surrounding area, and elements
of these concepts will be integrated into an indicative
design for the new plant with the intent to improve
Iona Island as a whole. Some of the proposed
opportunities include:
• minimizing water quality impacts on the
estuary and the Salish Sea through improved
wastewater treatment;
• improving air quality and reducing odour emissions,
light and noise pollution, overall plant footprint and
plant visibility for its neighbours;
• reducing greenhouse gas emissions through energy
performance, reduction of embodied carbon, low
carbon transport, and by generating renewable, low
carbon energy for the community from wastewater;
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• using and managing rainwater on-site with features
such as green roofs, bioswales, and wetlands;

Environmental Assessments and Management Plan
Templates (Water Services)

• creating, enhancing and protecting wildlife and fish
habitat on-site, in the park, and adjacent marine and
foreshore areas;

Water Services staff developed templates in 2019 to
guide the development of Environmental Assessments
(EA) and Environmental Management Plans (EMP)
during the design phases of Metro Vancouver capital
works projects across the region. These templates will
help to standardize project EAs and EMPs, as well as
assist Metro Vancouver Project Managers in evaluating
consultant submissions and assessing overall
performance objectives post-construction.

• helping coastal ecosystems, such as coastal sand
ecosystems, adapt to a changing climate;
• protecting the park and the plant from
climate impacts with features that also provide
ecological benefits;

New Coquitlam Transfer Station
(Solid Waste Services)

• adding more trails, boardwalks and viewing
platforms to enhance visitor experience and
connection to nature; and
• being a catalyst for a wider-range of ecological
enhan cements in the Fraser River estuary.
Northwest Langley Wastewater Treatment Plant
Design (Liquid Waste Services)
Northwest Langley Wastewater Treatment Plant
(NLWWTP) is currently in the detailed design stage.
Notable features include biological nutrient removal
process to reduce the ammonia discharged into the
Fraser River and tertiary treatment (disk filters) to
reduce total suspended solids and biological oxygen
demand. In addition, the plant will export biogas to
the natural gas grid and produce reclaimed water for
internal and external use. Finally, the whole foreshore
area of the plant will be restored naturally to enhance
the Fraser River ecosystem.
North Shore Wastewater Treatment Plant
(Liquid Waste Services)

Construction of additional infrastructure to minimize
landfill gas fugitive emissions at the new Coquitlam
Transfer Station site was initiated in 2019 and is
expected to be completed in 2020 with commissioning
of the new infrastructure to the existing landfill gas and
collection system. The new infrastructure includes: 7
new vertical gas extraction wells, 8 condensate pump
stations, 12 passive vents, a horizontal collection
system beneath the main transfer building, associated
header and lateral pipes, isolation valves and cleanout,
and air supply line to the vertical gas extraction wells
for condensate pumps, if required.
Design was also initiated in 2019 for the west pump
leachate station upgrade. The upgrade will increase
the capacity of the pump station to handle combined
leachate and sanitary flow. It will also include a second
pump, which will provide redundancy in the system.
Hence, the upgrade will reduce the likelihood of a spill.
Design for the upgrade is expected to be completed
by mid-2020.

In 2019, the Greater Vancouver Sewerage and
Drainage District (GVS&DD) Board approved the
addition of tertiary treatment to the new North
Shore Wastewater Treatment Plant. As a result,
cleaner effluent will be discharged into the marine
environment. The new plant will feature a green roof, a
public plaza with stormwater retention and reclaimed
water irrigation, and plantings to create biodiversity
and a sustainable ecosystem on site.
Metro Vancouver’s Ecological Health Framework 2019 Progress Report
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• MANAGE REGIONAL UTILITIES TO MINIMIZE IMPACTS ASSOCIATED WITH DISCHARGES TO THE
ENVIRONMENT, MONITOR PERFORMANCE TO ENSURE COMPLIANCE AS A MINIMUM, AND STRIVE FOR
CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT
New Environmental Management Systems
(Liquid Waste Services, Water Services)

Waste-to-Energy Facility Air Quality Monitoring
(Solid Waste Services)

Metro Vancouver’s Water and Liquid Waste Services
continued to develop Environmental Management
Systems following the ISO 14001:2015 standard for
each utility. In 2019, staff developed comprehensive
environmental risk and compliance registries for the
utilities’ operational interactions with the environment.
This formed the basis for evaluating environmental risk
and prioritizing areas for continuous improvement. It
also helped identify where additional environmental
objectives and performance monitoring in facility
operations may be required.

In 2019, Metro Vancouver began planning for the
installation of an air quality monitoring station in the
northwest corner of the Waste-to-Energy Facility
site. Expected to be installed in 2020, this station will
continuously measure hydrogen chloride, sulphur
dioxide and nitrogen oxides. Monitoring data is
expected to be collected for a minimum of two years,
and will be used to compare dispersion modelling
results and applicable ambient air quality objectives.
Data and results of the monitoring program will be
reported to the BC Ministry of Environment and
Climate Change Strategy at minimum of once per year
during the monitoring period.

• OTHER PROJECTS THAT ENHANCE METRO VANCOUVER’S ENVIRONMENTAL PERFORMANCE
Climate 2050
(Air Quality & Climate Change)
In 2019, the Metro Vancouver Board adopted a revised
Climate 2050 Strategic Framework with a target to
pursue a carbon neutral region by 2050 and an interim
target of 45% reduction by 2030. The Climate 2050
vision includes ensuring our ecosystems, infrastructure,
and communities are resilient to the impacts of
climate change. Staff completed three Climate 2050
Discussion Papers to support engagement on the
development of the Roadmaps for Buildings, Industry,
and Transportation in 2019, and started developing
Discussion Papers for Nature and Ecosystems,
Agriculture and Waste.
Clean Air Plan
(Air Quality & Climate Change)
In 2019, Metro Vancouver Air Quality & Climate Change
staff initiated a process to refresh the Integrated Air
Quality and Greenhouse Gas Management Plan. The
new Clean Air Plan will include accelerated actions
to reduce emissions of air contaminants, including
10

greenhouse gases, which will reduce the impact of
air contaminants on ecological health. The Clean Air
Plan is being developed with Climate 2050. In 2019,
staff developed a Clean Air Plan Backgrounder, which
describes the scope of the Clean Air Plan. Engagement
was initiated in late 2019.
Regional Ground-Level Ozone Strategy Update
(Air Quality & Climate Change)
The Regional Ground-Level Ozone Strategy (RGLOS)
was produced jointly in 2014 by Metro Vancouver,
the Fraser Valley Regional District, the BC Ministry
of Environment and Climate Change Strategy,
Environment and Climate Change Canada, and the
Vancouver Fraser Port Authority. The strategy provides
a foundation for regional policies to control ozone
precursors in the Canadian Lower Fraser Valley. In 2019,
Metro Vancouver and partners began work to update
RGLOS, and undertook a review of scientific knowledge
related to ozone formation, and policies that have been
implemented in other jurisdictions to reduce ozone
formation. The update will continue in 2020.
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Ambient Air Quality Objectives
(Air Quality & Climate Change)
Metro Vancouver updated its ambient air quality
objectives for nitrogen dioxide, ground-level ozone
and carbon monoxide in 2019. These more stringent
objectives will help drive reductions in ambient
concentrations of these air contaminants, reducing
impacts on ecological and human health.
Air Quality Permitting and Regulation Enforcement
(Environmental Regulation & Enforcement)
In 2019, Metro Vancouver issued 40 air quality permits
and approvals. Most of these were short-term open
burning approvals. As of January 3, 2020 there were
154 active air quality authorizations: 148 permits
and 6 approvals. There are currently 888 companies
registered under an air quality emission regulation, not
including the Non-Road Diesel Emission Regulation.
In 2019, 31 older non-road diesel engines were retired
and therefore ceased emitting diesel particulate
matter in the region. Also in 2019, 17 Notices of Bylaw
Violation and 3 Municipal Tickets were issued for
offences under the Air Quality Management Bylaw and
the Non-Road Diesel Emission Regulation. There was
also one successful prosecution for air pollution in 2019
with an assessed fine of $300,000.

Liquid Waste Discharge Permitting
and Bylaw Enforcement
(Environmental Regulation & Enforcement)
In 2019, an average of 227 Waste Discharge Permits
for industrial, contaminated sites and construction
excavation sites were in effect at any given time. These
permits, issued under GVS&DD Sewer Use Bylaw No.
299, specify terms and conditions for discharge to
the GVS&DD and municipal sanitary sewer systems.
There were 126 fermentation operations, 18 acute
care hospitals and approximately 10,000 food sector
establishments regulated under sector-specific bylaws
in 2019. Several hundred violation notices were issued
in 2019 to regulated dischargers. Approximately
50 compliance plans to address violations were
successfully completed in 2019.
Planning and Management of Regional Parks
(Regional Parks)
In 2019, Metro Vancouver continued to develop
plans and policies to ensure park operation and
management protects ecological values. This work
focused on developing best management practices
for environmentally-sensitive construction, managing
wildlife in buildings, and pest management. Regional
Parks also began development of a policy to guide
decision-making around interface issues between
Regional Parks and adjacent land uses.

Metro Vancouver’s Ecological Health Framework 2019 Progress Report
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Regional Park Management Plan Development
(Regional Parks)

Development and Maintenance of Park Facilities
(Regional Parks)

Metro Vancouver develops, implements and
updates management plans for each park in the
Regional Park system.

Work is ongoing to provide park access and facilities
for visitors while ensuring ecological values are
protected. For 2019, in addition to repairs and
replacements of park trail infrastructure and facilities,
this included:

• Completed in 2019, the Widgeon Marsh Regional
Park Management Plan states the program, services,
development, and conservation priorities for
Widgeon Marsh Regional Park; expressing the long
term vision to guide the park over a 20-year horizon.
• In 2019, Metro Vancouver began gathering
information and completed initial public outreach in
order to complete the update of the Campbell Valley
Regional Park Management Plan in 2020.
Natural Resource Management Framework Update
(Regional Parks)
Adopted by the Metro Vancouver Board in 2019,
the update to the Natural Resource Management
Framework contains principles, goals and strategies
that provide strategic direction for managing natural
resources within the regional parks system. The
framework ensures system-wide consistency in resource
management efforts and resource allocations that
reflects established priorities.
Regional Greenways Plan Update
(Regional Parks)
The update to the Regional Greenways Plan
was initiated in 2019. The plan will describe an
updated vision for the region’s network of regional
recreational greenways as well as actions that will
guide implementation.

• Creation of the Aldergrove Nature Discovery Loop
Trail and Wetland (Aldergrove Regional Park);
• Replacement of a septic tank (Lynn Headwaters
Regional Park);
• Installation of hundreds of meters of fencing to keep
dogs out of sensitive natural areas (Pacific Spirit
Regional Park);
• Construction of the 1.3 km Sheep Paddocks Trail
including habitat restoration and bank stabilization
(Colony Farm Regional Park); and
• Installation of over 900 m of fencing to protect rare
and sensitive coastal sand ecosystems (Boundary Bay
Regional Park).
Parks Asset Management Policy
(Regional Parks)
Regional Parks established an asset management
policy in 2019 that includes natural assets and
recognizes the services they provide. As tools and
methodologies for quantitatively assessing natural
assets evolve, natural assets in Regional Parks will be
inventoried and assessed in order to ensure they can
be managed in accordance with the principles set out
in the policy.
Strategy Development to Support Coexisting
with Wildlife (Regional Parks)
Staff are working to prevent conflict and manage
human-wildlife interactions. Priorities in 2019 included
development of park specific bear-human conflict
prevention strategies for Lynn Headwaters, Belcarra,
Minnekhada and Kanaka Creek Regional Parks.

12
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Strategy 1.2 Promote knowledge and consideration of cumulative effects
in collaboration with other agencies
• WHERE APPROPRIATE, COLLECT, MANAGE, ANALYZE, AND UPDATE DATA THAT CAN BE USED TO
SUPPORT CUMULATIVE EFFECTS ASSESSMENT
Carbon Storage
(Regional Planning & Housing Services)
Using the Metro Vancouver Land Cover Classification,
the Sensitive Ecosystem Inventory and other available
mapping datasets, a regional carbon storage dataset
was developed to provide spatial estimates of carbon
stored in biomass (e.g. trees, shrubs) and soil that can
be used to support the incorporation of ecosystem
services into decision-making. The project created
several outputs including a technical report and
a parcel-based dataset that can easily be used by
planners to explore the potential carbon implications
of projects within a given area (e.g. how much carbon
could potentially be released by developing an area,
how much carbon could be retained by protecting an
area, or additional carbon storage for restoration of

an area). Updates to the carbon storage dataset are
planned every 6 years (next update year will be 2020,
with completion likely in 2022), and are tied into the
update process for other regional datasets such as
the Land Cover Classification and Sensitive Ecosystem
Inventory.
Sensitive Ecosystem Inventory
(Regional Planning & Housing Services)
The Sensitive Ecosystem Inventory (SEI) was originally
completed in 2013 in response to the need for upto-date, standardized information for the region to
facilitate conservation of important ecological areas
through informed land use and conservation planning.
In 2018, the first 5-year SEI update was completed
to assess changes to the mapped ecosystems and
quantify the amount, rate and type of ecosystem loss.

Metro Vancouver’s watersheds are sensitive ecosystems that supply
the region with clean drinking water and store carbon
Metro Vancouver’s Ecological Health Framework 2019 Progress Report
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In 2019, staff completed sub-regional profiles and an
assessment of ecosystem loss at the regional, regional
core (primarily developed areas), and subregional
levels. The SEI datasets were made available for
download in 2019 on Metro Vancouver’s Open Data
Catalogue and the data (including the 2009-2014
losses) can be viewed on the SEI mapping tool.
Updates to the Sensitive Ecosystem Inventory are
planned every six years and the next update year will
be 2020, with completion likely in 2022.
Land Cover Classification
(Regional Planning & Housing Services)
In 2017, staff worked with UBC’s Landscape Ecology
Lab and Integrated Remote Sensing Studio to use
multispectral satellite imagery and LiDAR (where
available) and map land cover classes such as
coniferous tree, deciduous tree, grass/herb, buildings,
paved, and water. In 2019, this data set was made
available via Metro Vancouver’s Open Data Catalogue
to support the use of environment data in decisionmaking.
Regional Discharge Cumulative Effects Monitoring
(Liquid Waste Services)
To understand cumulative effects of regional
discharges Metro Vancouver participated in and
provided environmental monitoring data to the multiagency initiatives related to the protection of the
Southern Resident Killer Whales and their Prey, the
Review and Development of Burrard Inlet Water Quality
Objectives, Nooksack River Transboundary Technical
Collaboration Group, and Environmental Transmission
of Norovirus into Oysters working group. In addition,
Metro Vancouver is working on a collaborative project
with UBC under a Natural Sciences and Engineering
Research Council of Canada research grant to
understand the transport and effects of contaminants
in the Strait of Georgia as they relate to the Iona Island
Wastewater Treatment Plant.

14

Shoreline Discharges Baseline Levels in Outflow
Areas (Liquid Waste Services)
Metro Vancouver Liquid Waste Services collects
sediment and mussel samples from selected near
shore sites in Burrard Inlet and on Sturgeon Banks
for analyses of substances of interest. The results
provide information about background environmental
quality and are used to track changes over time. The
work is done in collaboration with the Vancouver
Aquarium Ocean Wise as part of the Pollution Tracker
Program, which documents the levels and trends of
hundreds of substances in mussels and nearshore
ocean sediments in coastal British Columbia. Program
details, first cycle results and interactive map can be
viewed at https://pollutiontracker.org/. Samples were
collected again in 2019.
Ambient Environmental Monitoring in Regional
Water Bodies
(Liquid Waste Services)
Metro Vancouver conducts environmental monitoring
programs in the Fraser River, Burrard Inlet, Strait of
Georgia and Boundary Bay. Monitoring Programs are
cyclical with water monitoring conducted annually,
and sediment and biota every 2 to 5 years depending
on water body. Metro Vancouver is in the process of
amalgamating its wastewater treatment plant and
other receiving environment monitoring programs to
develop a more holistic understanding of the health of
regional water bodies in the context of discharges from
its liquid waste management infrastructure. In 2019,
the following monitoring program components were
carried out.
• Water quality in the vicinity of the Annacis Island
Wastewater Treatment Plant outfall and background
(ambient) Fraser River water quality.
• Former Burrard Inlet Ambient Monitoring Program
and Lions Gate Wastewater Treatment Plant
Receiving Environment Monitoring Programs have
been amalgamated into a single Metro Vancouver
Burrard Inlet Environmental Monitoring Program. In
2019, water and sediment quality were monitored.
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• Water and sediment quality in the vicinity of Iona
Island WWTP outfall and background (ambient) Strait
of Georgia water quality were monitored.
• Boundary Bay monitoring was conducted in
partnership with the City of Surrey, and included
water quality monitoring of the Boundary Bay
tributaries and marine water.
Results and summaries of these monitoring programs
can be found in the GVS&DD Environmental
Management and Quality Control Annual Report.
Ambient Air Quality and Climate Stations
(Air Quality & Climate Change)

Emissions Inventory and Backcast/Forecast
(Air Quality & Climate Change)
Metro Vancouver develops geographic based
emissions inventories for the Lower Fraser Valley
(i.e., Metro Vancouver and the Fraser Valley Regional
District) every five years. The most recent emissions
inventory was completed for 2015 and the next one is
scheduled for 2020. The emissions inventory supports
cumulative effects assessments, as it is used to inform
emissions assessments and air quality modelling in
environmental assessments and air permit reviews.
Climate-related Monitoring Program
(Water Services, Air Quality & Climate Change)

Metro Vancouver operates the Lower Fraser Valley Air
Quality Monitoring Network which collects air quality
and meteorological data. The data collected is used to
provide air quality information to the public in real time
(on Airmap.ca), and used to issue air advisories and
other forms of health-based warnings when air quality
deteriorates to unsafe levels.

Metro Vancouver participates in the provincial ClimateRelated Monitoring Program, the intent of which is to
share data across organizations, maintain consistent
meta-data, and improve climate change analysis.
Watershed Environmental Management provides
data on Orchid Lake snow course and Coquitlam fire
weather. A major benefit is an exchange of information
on the field level concerning station operations and
maintenance for improved data collection.

• PARTICIPATE IN PROVINCIALLY- AND FEDERALLY- LED ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENTS AND
REVIEWS OF MAJOR PROJECTS IN THE REGION
Environmental Assessment Reviews
(Regional Planning & Housing Services)

• Robert’s Bank Terminal 2
• George Massey Tunnel Replacement

In 2019, Metro Vancouver staff assisted provincial
and federal regulatory authorities with local data and
expertise during the environmental assessment review
processes for the following proposed major projects:
• Centerm Expansion
• Pattullo Bridge Replacement

• Delta Grinding Facility
• Trans Mountain Expansion Project
Staff reviewed and provided comment on potential
impacts to air quality, regional water and sewer
infrastructure, regional parks and other areas within
Metro Vancouver’s jurisdictional mandates.

• WesPac Tilbury Marine Jetty

Metro Vancouver’s Ecological Health Framework 2019 Progress Report
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• SUPPORT RESEARCH AND DATA COLLECTION ON EMERGING SUBSTANCES OF CONCERN
Microplastics
(Solid Waste Services, Water Services, Liquid Waste
Services, External Relations)

Research on Substances of Emerging Environmental
Concern in the Sewer Collection System
(Liquid Waste Services)

The National Zero Waste Council, of which Metro
Vancouver is a founding member, published
Regulatory Approaches for Priority Plastic Wastes, and
worked on a Federation of Canadian Municipalities
resolution to convene a national summit to harmonize
packaging Extended Producer Responsibility programs
in all provinces. The document outlines recommended
requirements for manufacturers of textiles, tires, wipes,
and other sources of microplastics to contribute to
research and development towards mitigation and
prevention measures.

In 2019, special studies were conducted in the
Vancouver Sewerage Area to understand the presence
of substances of emerging environmental concern and
potential contributing sources in the collection system,
and at the Iona Island Wastewater Treatment Plant to
evaluate treatment efficiency of the existing plant, and
to inform its upgrade to a higher level of treatment.
Monitored substances of emerging environmental
concern included selected trace organics such as flame
retardants, and pharmaceuticals and personal care
products.

Water Services began a study of potential presence,
distribution, and dispersal of micro-plastics in Orchid
Lake, which discharges into Seymour River and
Reservoir. Orchid Lake, as a relatively undisturbed
alpine lake, may be considered a ‘control’ for scientific
research. Lake sediment core samples were taken
and analyzed for microplastics to assess potential
atmospheric deposition in areas not directly impacted
by human activities. Further lake cores will be taken in
2020 to assess fire history as well as micro-plastics.

As a part of an effort to increase the knowledge
and understanding of substances of emerging
environmental concern, in 2019, Metro Vancouver
Chemistry Laboratory initiated its own analysis of a
limited number of these substances. The analyses are
done on the newly acquired Liquid Chromatograph
– Mass Spectrometer. At present, the analyses are
conducted following Standard Methods of Analysis in
Water and Wastewater which currently include thirteen
pharmaceutical and personal care products. The
equipment provides Metro Vancouver with an ability
to perform this testing and analyses in-house, increase
the number and frequency of tests performed, measure
daily and seasonal variations in their concentration in
wastewater and work toward better understanding of
environmental impact of micro-pollutants.

Liquid Waste Services is working with Ocean Wise©
to develop reliable protocols to extract and analyze
microplastics from wastewater and environmental
samples, and to identify sources of plastic using Fourier
Transform Infra Red spectrometry. The project has
focused on method development and understanding
fate in the wastewater treatment process and
contributions from textiles.

16
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Ultrafine Particulate Matter Monitoring
(Air Quality & Climate Change)

Acid Rock Drainage
(Water Services)

Metro Vancouver operates continuous ultrafine
particulate monitoring at a near-road air quality
monitoring station in Vancouver. The near-road
monitoring station is part of the Lower Fraser Valley Air
Quality Monitoring Network that continuously collects
air quality data.

In 2019, Watershed Environmental Management staff
evaluated the potential for metal leaching and acid
rock drainage of borrow source materials in Seymour
Watershed. Three sites were assessed for potential
development of gravel and rock to be used for
construction and maintenance of Watershed trails,
roads, and slope stability. No importation of materials
sourced outside Watershed lands is permitted; it is
critical to identify potential sources of clean earth
materials within these areas. Results will be used in
decision making with respect to development of gravel
and rock to help mitigate potential adverse impacts
to aquatic environments from metal leaching and acid
rock drainage. Ongoing testing and monitoring will be
conducted as required.

Volatile Organic Compound Emissions from
Cannabis Production Operations
(Air Quality & Climate Change)
To better understand the potential range of emissions
from cannabis production operations, Metro Vancouver
assessed projected emissions of volatile organic
compounds (VOC) from licensed facilities in the region.
Additional VOC emissions from these facilities could
add to the region’s total VOC emissions, and would
create the potential for additional formation of groundlevel ozone. Ground-level ozone has the potential to
damage plants and vegetation, and hence is relevant
to ecological health.
Environmental Risk Assessments
(Water Services)
Water Services is conducting Environmental Risk
Assessments of several urban reservoirs to evaluate
risk associated with releases of drinking water to the
surrounding environment via operational leakage
and unplanned overflows. An Environmental Risk
Assessment Plan was developed for each reservoir site
in which the receiving environments were characterized
and a risk rating was applied to each site. These
assessments will be used to inform decisions on
upgrades to reservoir infrastructure, monitoring efforts,
and emergency response procedures.

Microcystins Monitoring
(Water Services)
Microcystins are a class of toxins produced by certain
freshwater blue-green algae that are toxic to humans
and animals if consumed. Watershed Environmental
Management staff collect water samples from
Capilano, Seymour, and Coquitlam Reservoirs annually
as part of the Reservoir Limnology Program to monitor
microcystin in source water supplies to ensure levels
meet Canadian Drinking Water Guidelines. Monitoring
results indicate a paucity of nutrients in the Reservoirs
to support blue-green algae populations. Staff made a
presentation to Medical Health Officers in 2019.

Metro Vancouver’s Ecological Health Framework 2019 Progress Report
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Strategy 1.3 Increase use of natural and built green infrastructure
• IMPROVE UNDERSTANDING ABOUT THE DIFFERENT FORMS OF GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE AND HOW IT
PROVIDES INTEGRATED BENEFITS ACROSS THE REGIONAL LANDSCAPE
• FOSTER THE EXCHANGE OF INFORMATION AND EXPERIENCE REGARDING FUNDING, DESIGN AND
MAINTENANCE TECHNIQUES FOR GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE
Regional Green Infrastructure Promotion
(Regional Planning & Housing Services)
Since 2015, Metro Vancouver Regional Planning has
been promoting the Connecting the Dots: Regional
Green Infrastructure Reference Guide, which describes
different forms of green infrastructure and how a regional
network can increase climate resiliency, enhance the
health of our communities, and protect biodiversity.
In 2019, Metro Vancouver assisted Simon Fraser
University’s Adaptation to Climate Change Team (SFU
ACT) to engaging planners, engineers, accountants and
environmental professionals and identify the barriers,
opportunities and benefits associated with a regional
approach to green infrastructure. SFU ACT is exploring
a multi-disciplinary green infrastructure ‘community of
practice’ to increase understanding and uptake across all
professions.

Support for Salmon Safe BC
(Air Quality & Climate Change, Regional Planning
& Housing Services)
Metro Vancouver has provided annual funding to the
Fraser Basin Council to support several programs,
including Salmon Safe BC, a third-party certification
program that provides assessments and certification
for agricultural and urban communities that protect
and enhance Pacific salmon habitat and water quality.
In 2019 Salmon Safe BC hosted several dialogues and
webinars to promote environmentally-friendly design
and land management standards amongst developers,
landowners and property managers.

• INCORPORATE THE ASSESSMENT OF ECOSYSTEM SERVICES PROVIDED BY GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE
INTO OPTION ANALYSIS FOR PROJECT EVALUATION AND PLANNING
Sustainable Infrastructure and Buildings Policy:
Implementation Guide (Air Quality & Climate Change)

Iona Island Wastewater Treatment Plant
(Liquid Waste Services)

In 2019, work was initiated to develop an
implementation guide for project managers to deliver
on key performance areas in Metro Vancouver’s
Sustainable Infrastructure and Buildings Policy,
which was adopted by the Board in October 2018.
The Policy includes ecological health as one of its
priority performance objectives. Staff across all of
Metro Vancouver’s service areas (and a small group
of technical advisors from outside the organization)
are working to: develop a method for determining
project eligibility under the policy; determine the
key performance objectives and minimum levels
of achievement for project types; and develop a
verification process for projects. The Guide is expected
to be completed by December 2020.

The vision for the Iona Island Wastewater Treatment
plant aims to protect, create and enhance natural
and engineered green infrastructure at both the new
plant, and the adjacent Iona Beach Regional Park and
natural areas. Green infrastructure strategies such
as protecting existing natural areas, restoring and
enhancing habitat, using and managing rainwater
on-site, and incorporating climate adaptation
features that also provide ecological benefits are
being developed. Connecting the wastewater
treatment plant to Iona Beach Regional Park as
a continuous assembly of natural and built green
infrastructure will enhance biodiversity, ecological
resilience, and ecosystem services.
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Kingston Gardens Redesign
(Regional Planning & Housing Services)
Metro Vancouver Housing is undertaking the
redevelopment of the southwest portion of the
Kingston Gardens housing site to provide more rental
accommodation in a region desperately in need of
affordable housing. The new building will offer one-,
two-, three-, and four-bedroom units. The grounds
will feature community gardens and a stormwater
retention area to collect and control the stormwater
onsite before being discharged into the city services.
Landscaping plans include pollinator-friendly species
and retaining mature trees along 152nd Street.
Annacis Water Supply Tunnel –
South and North Shaft Green Spaces
(Water Services)
Metro Vancouver is constructing a new water supply
tunnel called the Annacis Water Supply Tunnel deep
under the Fraser River, between the City of New
Westminster and the City of Surrey. The south shaft site
in the City of Surrey is adjacent to a forested wildlife
corridor. The site was previously deforested. Once
construction of the chamber is complete, the site will
be restored with a mix of native shrubs and trees. Over
time as the restoration matures, the area will have a
diverse habitat that will blend into the adjacent wildlife
corridor. Following construction of an underground
valve chamber at the north shaft site in the City of New
Westminster, green space amenities will be constructed
to provide beneficial use for the public. Amenities will
include planting of native species, drought resistant
shrubs/trees, public benches and interpretive features
regarding the water system and water conservation.
The green space will be constructed at the end of
tunnel construction.

Second Narrows Water Supply Tunnel –
South Valve Chamber
(Water Services)
Metro Vancouver is constructing a new water supply
tunnel called the Second Narrows Water Supply Tunnel
deep under Burrard Inlet, east of the Ironworkers
Memorial Bridge between the District of North
Vancouver and the City of Burnaby. The south valve
chamber will be constructed in the City of Burnaby’s
Second Narrows Park. This large chamber will be
constructed underground and blend into the steep
slope of the park. Following construction, Metro
Vancouver plans to construct a green roof on top of
the chamber, including native grasses and shrubs. The
site restoration will include reduction of problematic
invasive species at the site, the installation of public
features around the chamber include park benches,
and interpretive features for the public to view.
New Solid Waste Facilities
(Solid Waste Services)
Metro Vancouver is constructing two new solid waste
transfer stations (Coquitlam and Recycling and Waste
Drop-off Facility). The facilities have been designed
and are being constructed using recycled content
products, recovered waste as a construction material
and in accordance with Metro Vancouver’s Sustainable
Infrastructure and Buildings Policy. The new facilities
include enhanced diversion services, flexibility for
expansion and improved safety features.
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Strategy 1.4 Manage invasive species
• CONTINUE TO PROVIDE A FORUM FOR COORDINATION AND COLLABORATION WITH MEMBER
JURISDICTIONS AND OTHER PARTIES TO DEVELOP BEST PRACTICES, ENSURE APPROPRIATE DISPOSAL
OPTIONS, AND INCREASE AWARENESS OF INVASIVE SPECIES
Regional Invasive Species Subcommittee
(Regional Planning & Housing Services)
At the request of our member jurisdictions, Metro
Vancouver has been convening an Invasive Species
Subcommittee of the Regional Planning Advisory
Committee (RPAC-ISS) since 2016. Membership on
the Subcommittee includes municipal staff and nonvoting associates from non-profit organizations, senior
government agencies, right-of-way managers and
others with an interest in invasive species management

across the region. The RPAC-ISS meets quarterly and to
explore ideas, contribute input and advice, collectively
implement priority initiatives, provide feedback on
research, and share technical and policy information
on issues related to invasive species. Topics of interest
in 2019 included invasive plant detection with remote
sensing (e.g. LiDAR, drones), how invasive species will
adapt to climate change, biological control options,
and best management practices.

Staff and Subcommittee members toured several invasive plant disposal sites
across the region, such as the City of Vancouver’s landfill in Delta.
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Invasive Species Disposal Options (Solid Waste
Services, Regional Planning & Housing Services)

Invasive Species Best Management Practices
(Regional Planning & Housing Services, External
Relations)
Metro Vancouver hired the Invasive Species Council
of Metro Vancouver to work with the RPAC-ISS and
other experts on the development of locally-tested
best management practices (BMPs) for several
priority invasive species. These BMPs provide
guidance for local government staff, crews, project
managers, contractors, consultants, developers,
stewardship groups, and others who have a role in
invasive species management. Each BMP includes
information about identification, tracking, reporting,
effective prevention and control strategies, disposal,
monitoring and restoration, as well as references and
additional resources. By the end of 2019, BMPs were
completed for knotweeds, giant hogweed, Scotch
broom, Himalayan blackberry, European chafer beetle,
European fire ant, yellow archangel, parrot’s feather,
Himalayan balsam, English ivy and English holly.

In 2018, the GVS&DD amended the Tipping Fee and
Solid Waste Disposal Bylaw to clarify disposal options
for invasive species at Metro Vancouver facilities. For
instances where on site disposal is not feasible, staff
created a list of disposal facilities that accept invasive
plant material and soil infested with invasive species
from commercial customers. Staff update this list
with new disposal facility information as it becomes
available.
Invasive Species Education and Outreach Materials
(Regional Planning & Housing Services, Water Services,
Liquid Waste Services, Regional Parks, External
Relations)
In collaboration with the RPAC-ISS, Metro Vancouver
developed an introductory online course and a public
brochure titled “Help Stop the Spread of Invasive
Plants” to increase awareness, detection and prevent
further spread of invasive species in our region.

• DEVELOP AND EMPLOY BEST PRACTICES IN THE MANAGEMENT OF INVASIVE SPECIES ON METRO
VANCOUVER LANDS AND PROMOTE THEIR USE REGION-WIDE
Regional Parks Invasive Species Management
(Regional Parks)

Japanese Beetle Eradication Collaboration (Regional
Planning & Housing Services, Solid Waste Services)

Metro Vancouver Regional Parks continued in 2019
to conduct an ongoing inventory and control of
various invasive species of concern (knotweeds, yellow
archangel, Scotch broom, English ivy, English holly,
English hawthorn, yellow-flag iris, Himalayan blackberry,
Himalayan balsam, reed canary grass, wild chervil,
white poplar, butternut, and giant hogweed) within
selected parks and areas.

2019 was year two of a multi-year effort to eradicate
an infestation of Japanese beetle that was detected
in the False Creek area in the City of Vancouver.
Japanese beetle is highly invasive pest that can
damage lawns and over 250 plant species including
roses, fruit trees and other food plants. If this pest
becomes widespread, it could cost BC’s agricultural
and horticultural sectors $25 million per year. The BC
Ministry of Agriculture, Canadian Food Inspection
Agency, City of Vancouver, Invasive Species Council
of BC, BC Landscape and Nursery Association, and
Metro Vancouver have been working collaboratively
to contain this infestation. Metro Vancouver staff
participate in regular coordination meetings and in
2019 Metro Vancouver’s Waste-to-Energy facility began
accepting green waste from the infested area. The
number of beetles declined by 85% from 2018 to 2019.
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Water Services Invasive Species Action Plan
Implementation
(Water Services)
Watershed Environmental Management staff continued
to implement the Invasive Species 5-Year Action Plan.
Staff continued to inventory and control various species
of concern (knotweed, Scotch broom, English ivy,
English holly, Himalayan blackberry, Himalayan balsam,
yellow archangel, and giant hogweed) within selected
Water Service areas. The inventory will be used to
identify problem areas and prioritize sites for treatment
and control efforts.
Invasive Species eDNA Studies
(Water Services)
Watershed Environmental Management staff, in
collaboration with a consultant, conducted studies
using environmental DNA (eDNA) testing techniques
to determine presence of the invasive American
bullfrog in and near the Capilano Water Supply
Area, Lower Seymour Conservation Reserve, and
surrounding developed areas. eDNA analysis is
an emerging technology that allows for relatively
quick, accurate, and low-disturbance assessment of
waterbodies compared to traditional survey methods.
eDNA is a promising advancement in the fight
against encroaching invasive species as an aid in early
detection and rapid response.
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American bullfrogs can decimate native
amphibian populations

Strategy 1.5 Support natural and urban ecosystems to adapt to climate change
• RESTORE OR ENHANCE HABITAT ON METRO VANCOUVER LANDS TO IMPROVE ECOLOGICAL
RESILIENCY
• EXPLORE OPPORTUNITIES TO SUPPORT NATIVE SPECIES AND ECOSYSTEMS IN
ADAPTING TO CLIMATE CHANGE
Wetland Creation Projects
(Regional Parks)

Fish Habitat Enhancement Sites
(Water Services)

Two large pond and wetland projects were created,
one at Colony Farm Sheep Paddocks Trail and the
other at Aldergrove Nature Discovery Loop. These
ponds were created in fields previously dominated by
reed canary grass. The open water and surrounding
wetlands will provide habitat for species at risk such as
Western painted turtle, red-legged frog and Western
toads. These wetlands will also help to mitigate
flooding by capturing water and slowly releasing it
into the system. The thousands of plants will sequester
carbon and help cool the water during extended
summer droughts.

Water Services conducted an inventory of existing
fish habitat enhancement sites within Watershed
lands and the Lower Seymour Conservation Reserve.
Enhancement sites provide critical over-wintering
habitat to salmonid species and act as a buffer against
potential stresses due to climate change. Enhancement
sites also provide benefits to local amphibian
populations. Future work will evaluate the functionality
of each site and identify opportunities for maintenance
and further enhancements.

• SUPPORT FURTHER RESEARCH TO IMPROVE UNDERSTANDING OF THE IMPACTS OF CLIMATE CHANGE
ON SPECIES AND ECOSYSTEMS AND WHAT CAN BE DONE TO HELP NONINVASIVE SPECIES ADAPT
Urban Forest Climate Adaptation Initiative
(Regional Planning & Housing Services)
Regional Planning developed the Urban Forest Climate
Adaptation Initiative in 2016 to assess the risks and
predicted changes to the region’s urban forest. The
initiative provides guidance to help practitioners
manage urban forests in a changing climate. In 2019,
Regional Planning worked with a consultant to add
over 150 new tree species to the Species Selection
Database. The Urban Forest Climate Adaptation
project was also awarded a 2019 Canadian Institute
of Planner’s Award for Planning Excellence under the
Climate Change Planning category.

Fraser Basin Council Lower Mainland Flood Strategy
Phase 2 (Regional Planning & Housing Services, Water
Services, Liquid Waste Services, Regional Parks)
Metro Vancouver provided funding to support the
Fraser Basin Council. The Lower Mainland Flood
Management Strategy (LMFMS) aims to reduce flood
risk and improve the flood resilience of communities
along BC’s lower Fraser River and south coast. Phase 2
of this initiative is focused on developing a long term
regional strategy. Metro Vancouver’s staff regularly
participate in regional dialogues on coastal resilience
and flood management through the LMFMS.
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Watershed Landslide Study
(Water Services)
Water Services conducted a study to determine
landslide potential in the Capilano, Seymour, and
Coquitlam Watersheds given climate change models
to help predict the frequency and magnitude of future
events. Results of this study indicate an expected
increase over time in the number and magnitude
of landslides with potential to impact watershed
ecosystems and drinking water quality. The study
results will support watershed land management and
planning for future water treatment requirements.

Climate 2050 Nature and Ecosystems Roadmap
(Regional Planning & Housing Services, Air Quality &
Climate Change, Regional Parks, Water Services, Liquid
Waste Services)
In 2019, staff continued to work with members,
aligned organizations and the public to develop a
discussion paper that will eventually inform a Climate
2050 Roadmap for Nature and Ecosystems across this
region.

A walkable neighbourhood with mature street trees that provide shade, cooling and mental health benefits
Credit: Trevor Clark
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Metro Vancouver’s Regional Parks provide habitat for wildlife, such as
this black bear in Minnekhada Regional Park

GOAL 2: Protect natural areas and conserve
ecosystem services
Strategy 2.1 Provide data and analysis to inform planning
• COLLECT AND MAINTAIN ENVIRONMENTAL DATA (E.G., BIOPHYSICAL DATA, ECOSYSTEM MAPPING,
SPECIES SURVEYS, AMBIENT WATER AND AIR QUALITY, EMISSION INVENTORIES, EFFLUENT
MONITORING)
• REPORT ON TRENDS IN KEY ECOLOGICAL HEALTH INDICATORS, WHERE DATA ARE AVAILABLE, AND
WORK TOWARDS FILLING DATA GAPS
Regional Ecological Health Datasets
(Regional Planning & Housing Services)
Regional Planning collects, maintains and shares
several regional ecological health-related datasets
including:
• Sensitive Ecosystem Inventory;
• Land Cover Classification;

• Carbon Storage; and
• Tree Canopy Cover and Imperviousness.
These datasets are updated every six years and will
be used to measure and track aspects of the region’s
ecological health overtime. Regional Ecological Health
Indicators from these and other available datasets will
form the basis for the Ecological Health Framework’s
regional ‘state of the environment’ report in 2023.
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Web Viewer for Regional Biodiversity Data
(Regional Planning & Housing Services)
Working with the Data Science for Social Good (DSSG)
program at UBC, this project explored the potential
of creating a biodiversity web viewer for planners and
other practitioners. The aim is to increase accessibility
of biodiversity information so it can be more easily
incorporated into planning and decision-making.
DSSG data scientists successfully created a pilot viewer
that brought in major biodiversity data sources and
provided different ways to select and summarize data.
Regional Planning will explore the feasibility of building
on this work to create a publicly available web viewer.
Trends in Ecological Health Indicators
(Liquid Waste Services)
The Canadian Council of the Ministers of Environment
Water Quality Index (WQI) is used as an indicator
of water quality for regional waterbodies into which
Metro Vancouver wastewater treatment Plants
discharge treated effluent: Fraser River, Burrard Inlet
and Sturgeon Bank in the Strait of Georgia. The WQI
for each of these regional water bodies is posted on
the Liquid Waste Services performance monitoring
dashboard.
Water Quality and Effluent Monitoring
(Liquid Waste Services)
Liquid Waste Services continued to monitor and
collect data on wastewater treatment plant influents,
effluents, environmental quality in the vicinity of the
plants, combined sewer outflow and separated sewer
overflow outfalls, and background (ambient) water
quality in the region. Wastewater treatment plant
influents and effluents are monitored daily to weekly
for routine parameters, monthly for metals, and special
studies are conducted for organics and substances
of emerging environmental concern. In 2019, a study
was conducted to analyze for the presence of organics
and substances of emerging environmental concern in
the Iona Wastewater Treatment Plant influent, effluent
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and biosolids, and at key locations in the Vancouver
Sewerage Area collection system. The data from this
study will inform future environmental monitoring
programs, source control initiatives and the design of
the new Iona Island Wastewater Treatment Plant.
After each separated sewer outflow event, water
quality was monitored in the receiving environment
and reports were submitted to the BC Ministry of
Environment and Environment Canada.
In 2019, combined sewer outflow discharge quality was
monitored at the following combined sewer outflow
locations: Angus Drive, Cassiar, Clark Drive, English
Bay, Glenbrook, Heather, and Macdonald. In addition,
a sediment and benthic invertebrate survey report was
completed for Clark Drive combined sewer outflow.
Results and summaries of monitoring programs can be
found in the GVS&DD Environmental Management and
Quality Control annual report.
Ecosystem Health Monitoring
(Water Services)
Following a recent ecological inventory, Watershed
Environmental Management implemented a program
to monitor population dynamics of pathogens and
insect species for evidence of potential outbreaks
that could impact forest health in Capilano, Seymour,
and Coquitlam Watersheds. In the past two years,
numbers of Western Hemlock Looper moths have
shown an increase. An outbreak of Looper can result
in tree mortality and associated impacts to the forest
ecosystem and source drinking water. These data are
used to inform watershed management decisions and
will feed into aerial surveys of forest health to begin in
2020.
eDNA analysis was used to confirm aquatic species
presence in various watercourses throughout in the
Lower Seymour Conservation Reserve and results were
incorporated into the Environmental Assessment for
the Seymour Water Main Twinning Project. Analyses
resulted in the surprising discovery of DNA belonging
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to the endangered Pacific water shrew in a previously
unknown area of the Lower Seymour Conservation
Reserve. This information will aid in protecting this
species and its habitat. Watershed Environmental
Management staff attended training in 2019 on eDNA
sampling methods and analysis for potential future use
in house.
Wildlife Cameras
(Water Services)
Watershed Environmental Management collaborated
with the Kwikwetlam First Nation and biologists from
the BC Ministry of Forests, Lands, Natural Resource
Operations and Rural Development to install a
collection of wildlife monitoring cameras throughout
Coquitlam Watershed. This work will provide valuable
knowledge on the use of watershed lands by wildlife,
with particular interest in Roosevelt Elk population
dynamics, movement, and behaviour. Cameras
have also been installed in Seymour and Capilano
Watersheds to learn more about wildlife movements
across watersheds.
Next Generation Watershed Monitoring
(Water Services)
Watershed Environmental Management staff began
the process to convert all watershed weather
monitoring stations from radio to satellite telemetry.
This improves Water Services’ ability to collect
important environmental data, which are then used
for planning and forecasting. Staff use various data
collection methods, including satellite and LiDAR
surveys, to enhance snow survey techniques and
improve forecasts of snow-water equivalent. Watershed
Environmental Management is collaborating with
researchers from Vancouver Island University and
the University of Northern British Columbia. In 2019,
Watershed Environmental Management developed
and distributed an Environmental Highlights
Bulletin to all Water Services staff on the utility’s
use of satellite telemetry for remote monitoring of
important environmental metrics, such as temperature,
precipitation, and water level.

Environmental Flows Monitoring
(Water Services)
Watershed Environmental Management staff
monitored environmental flows in Capilano, Seymour,
and Coquitlam Watersheds and downstream of the
Cleveland and Seymour Falls Dams. Staff collaborated
with Environment & Climate Change Canada in this
effort to fulfill requirements of the Joint Water Use Plan.
Environmental flow data also assist Metro Vancouver
engineers with dam operations. Baseline data will
be important to track and monitor effects of climate
change on environmental flows over time.
Watershed Environmental Management and Technical
Support Services staff conducted fish stranding studies
on Capilano River below Cleveland Dam to evaluate
flow regimes and potential risk to fish as a result of
existing ramping rates. Water Services is evaluating
results of the study and strategies to mitigate risk
through adjustment of ramping rates and nighttime
releases of water to maintain adequate fish flows. This
is a requirement under the Joint Water Use Plan and
further studies will occur in Seymour River in 2020.

Wildlife cameras help Metro Vancouver and our
partners monitor the presence of important
species, including this Roosevelt elk calf in
Seymour Watershed
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Research and Monitoring of Species and Ecosystems
(Regional Parks)
Regional Parks has ongoing research and monitoring
programs to provide data to inform park management
and operations. In 2019, these programs included:
• Use of wildlife cameras in Widgeon Marsh,
Minnekhada, Burns Bog, Iona Beach, Grouse
Mountain, Pacific Spirit, Codd Wetland, Kanaka
Creek and Lynn Headwaters Regional Parks;
• eDNA studies at Lynn Headwaters;
• Amphibian monitoring in Belcarra, Lynn Headwaters,
Grouse Mountain and Pacific Spirit Regional Parks;
• Bird monitoring studies at Widgeon Marsh
(waterfowl) and Campbell Valley (owls) Regional
Parks;
• Soil and water table analysis in Campbell Valley
Regional Park to inform future wetland construction
projects;
• Water quality testing at Iona Beach, Lynn
Headwaters, and Pacific Spirit (Camosun Bog)
Regional Parks;
• Restoration monitoring at Pacific Spirit and Iona
Beach Regional Parks;
• Dog impact study at Pacific Spirit Regional Park; and
• Testing different live staking methods for
unsanctioned trail closures to support habitat
protection at Pacific Spirit Regional Park.
Forest Health Study
(Regional Parks)
In 2019, Regional Parks conducted a Forest Health
Study of regional parks, including an aerial flyover
to access broad level tree health to aid in forest
management planning.
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Greenhouse Gas Flux Measurements in Peatlands
Undergoing Restoration
(Regional Parks)
Regional Parks supported and collaborated with UBC
Department of Geography Micrometeorology Lab
to quantify gas and water exchange at Burns Bog
Ecological Conservancy Area. UBC now operates two
eddy covariance flux towers within the Conservancy
Area, one of which was installed in 2014 and the
second in 2019. Year-round measurements of methane
and carbon dioxide will quantify the annual greenhouse
gas balance of the bog and provide information
on land-cover-based emission reduction or offset
measures in Metro Vancouver.
Air Emissions Inventory and Backcast/Forecast
(Air Quality & Climate Change)
Air Quality & Climate Change tracks the region’s
air quality by collecting data on air emissions in the
region and compiling an emissions inventory every
five years. The 2015 inventory was completed in 2018,
and data collection for the 2020 inventory will begin in
2021. The inventory describes the types and amounts
of contaminants released into the air by different
types of sources. Metro Vancouver also compiles an
emissions backcast and forecast, which helps track how
emissions have changed over the past 20 years and
how emissions are expected to change in the future.
Metro Vancouver is developing a web data portal to
provide enhanced access to emissions inventory data
for the region.
Annual Ambient Air Quality Data Report/Caring for
the Air (Air Quality & Climate Change)
Metro Vancouver prepares an annual report that
summarizes the air quality monitoring data collected by
the Lower Fraser Valley Air Quality Monitoring Network
and describes the air quality monitoring activities and
programs conducted during the year. The main focus is
to report on the state of ambient (outdoor) air quality in
the Lower Fraser Valley.
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• CONDUCT APPLIED POLICY RESEARCH THAT SUPPORTS EVIDENCE-BASED DECISION MAKING RELATED
TO ECOLOGICAL HEALTH
Where Matters
(Regional Planning & Housing Services)

Solid Waste Qualities and Applied Policy Research
(Solid Waste Services)

In 2019, Metro Vancouver partnered with UBC’s School
of Population and Public Health, Vancouver Coastal
Health, the Real Estate Foundation of BC, TransLink
and City of Vancouver on the Where Matters Study,
which assessed the health and economic benefits of
walkable communities and access to parks using local
health data. The study concluded that Metro Vancouver
residents living in areas with many parks tend to
be more physically active, have a stronger sense of
community belonging, are less likely to suffer from
obesity, diabetes, heart disease, and stressful days,
and therefore ultimately spending less on health care
compared to people live in an area with no parks.
The researchers recommended investments in parks,
green space, and open space programs to increase
access to recreational environments, particularly in
underserved communities.

Solid Waste Services compiles and reports on annual
regional solid waste quantities and composition
of reused, recycled and disposed municipal solid
wastes in the region. In 2019, staff also conducted
various applied research projects including
management of cannabis wastes, compost market
assessment, and quality and contamination of
compost by foreign materials.

Residents enjoy colourful autumn foliage in a local park
Metro Vancouver’s Ecological Health Framework 2019 Progress Report
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Strategy 2.2 Incorporate ecosystem services into decision making
• INCORPORATE ECOSYSTEM SERVICES INTO CORPORATE PLANNING AND INVESTMENTS
(E.G., FINANCIAL FEASIBILITY ASSESSMENTS FOR PROJECTS, PARK LAND ACQUISITION,
REGIONAL PLANS, INVENTORY OF CORPORATE NATURAL ASSETS, AND CARBON PRICE POLICY)
Carbon Price Policy Implementation and
Improvements
Metro Vancouver’s Carbon Price Policy was adopted
by the Metro Vancouver Board in June 2017. By
pricing carbon pollution at $150/tonne, the policy is
meant to improve corporate sustainability by putting a
value on the greenhouse gas emissions that a project
will produce over its lifetime. The Policy is being
incorporated into the life cycle cost analysis process,
and financial business casing tools and training courses
to ensure staff include the carbon price during capital
and operational energy planning processes.
Metro Vancouver Housing Site Rehabilitation
(Regional Planning & Housing Services)
In 2019, Metro Vancouver Housing undertook or
initiated planning for upgrades to improve energy
efficiency and reduce greenhouse gas emissions at
several affordable rental housing sites. These included:
• Replacement of exterior building assemblies
including courtyard waterproofing, roofing, wall
cladding, windows, sliding glass and exterior doors,
balcony membranes and guard rails, hallway makeup air mechanical system at Evergreen Downs
Apartment and Kelly Court.
• Replacement of natural gas boilers at Inlet Centre
Apartments (design and installation complete),
Fraserwood Apartment (design and installation
complete), and Manor House (design completed in
2019, installation 2020).
• Replacement of natural gas make-up air ventilation
unit (MAU) at Hugh Bird (design started in late 2019,
installation 2020).
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• An assessment of roof top mechanical unit
replacements at Evergreen Downs Apartment based
on carbon pricing. The goal is to install an all electric
air source heat pump in 2020-2021 to condition
the hallway air to avoid increasing greenhouse gas
emissions.
Asset Management Long-Range Planning
(Water Services)
In 2019, the Metro Vancouver Board approved the
Asset Management for Water Services policy that
considers natural assets as well as built assets. The
current project prioritization process for Long Range
Planning includes consideration of ecological health.
Proposed capital projects receive points for improving
ecological health, if this is a primary or secondary driver
of the project.
Waste-to-Energy District Energy Projects
(Solid Waste Services)
Metro Vancouver has engaged a consultant to
complete the preliminary design and business case for
a district energy system using heat from the Wasteto-Energy Facility. A district energy system will include
an energy centre to convert steam from the Metro
Vancouver Waste-to-Energy Facility to hot water,
and a distribution system to transport the hot water
through an underground energy distribution network
to users. The energy could be used for domestic heat
and hot water, non-residential uses such as community
facilities including swimming pools and ice rinks, as
well as industrial uses. The district energy system
would reduce greenhouse gas emissions by offsetting
natural gas use, and would increase the efficiency of
the Waste-to-Energy Facility because energy losses
associated with convert steam to electricity are avoided
with district energy systems.
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Quantifying Carbon Credits from Parks Land
Acquisition (Regional Parks)
In December 2019, Metro Vancouver acquired 70
hectares of forested land adjacent to Codd Wetlands
Ecological Conservation Area and Minnekhada
Regional Park as additions to the regional park system.
Timber assessment reports identified the types and
age of trees present, timber volumes, the extent and

location of the forested areas, and the health of the
stands. These assessments quantified how much
carbon is stored within the forest, and has therefore
been protected through the purchase and conservation
of these areas as park land. These purchases are
eligible for non-market forest carbon credits under
the Provincial Carbon Neutral Framework and Forest
Management plans are now in development.

Strategy 2.3 Enhance ecosystem connectivity
• PROVIDE DATA AND ANALYSIS TO SUPPORT THE WORK OF MULTIPLE AGENCIES ACROSS THE REGION
TO ADVANCE CONNECTIVITY OBJECTIVES
Green Space Connectivity Analysis
and Index Development
(Regional Planning & Housing Services)
In 2018, UBC was retained by Regional Planning
to use the land cover dataset to pilot a method to
map regional greenspace connectivity for three
representative native species. Using the CONEFOR
tool, researchers identified suitable habitat and
assessed connectivity, identifying areas critical for

maintaining landscape connectivity for each species.
In 2019, the method was applied to a wider range
of species, to create a suite of habitat connectivity
networks for native amphibians, birds and mammals
across the region. UBC also began work in 2019 to
develop a green space connectivity index that can
be easily interpreted, and used for decision making
relating to land use planning, green infrastructure
planning, and conservation/restoration initiatives across
the region.

Metro Vancouver Regional Parks acquired new park lands purchased in 2019
adjacent to Codd Wetland Ecological Conservancy Area
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• CONTINUE TO EXPLORE OPPORTUNITIES TO ENHANCE CONNECTIVITY THROUGH THE REGIONAL
PARKS NETWORK, WATERSHEDS, DRAINAGE AREAS, AND OTHER SITES ACROSS THE REGION
Assisting Salmon Migration
(Water Services)
In Spring 2019, Watershed Environmental Management
completed the 10th year of the Trap-and-Truck Smolt
Program to collect and transport juvenile salmonids
from Capilano Reservoir downstream to the Capilano
River. A total of 18,919 juvenile Coho and 323 juvenile
Steelhead were trapped in Capilano Reservoir,
counted, and transported downstream for release
at the Capilano River mouth. This project improves
juvenile survivorship during outmigration by bypassing
the Cleveland Dam and reducing losses to predation,
thereby greatly increasing the number of fish that reach
the estuary and potentially returning to Capilano River
as spawning adults. Water Services staff work together
with the Capilano River Fish Hatchery to transport
returning adult salmonids upstream of the Dam. For
the first time since Dam construction, adult Coho were
released into the upper Seymour Watershed in 2019.
Fish Passage Culverts
(Water Services)
Watershed Environmental Management staff worked to
improve fish passage on watershed lands by enhancing
two culverts in a ‘fish friendly’ manner to facilitate fish
access to upstream habitats. Water Services developed
a pre-screening field form to identify candidate
culverts for future work to improve fish passage. This
information is used during project planning to inform
structure design and installation opportunities.
Kwikwetlem Sockeye Restoration Program
(Water Services)
Watershed Environmental Management staff
participate annually in the Kwikwetlem Sockeye
Restoration Project (KSRP) and the Coquitlam River
Watershed Roundtable to collaborate with other
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agencies and stakeholders on matters pertaining
to water quality, habitat restoration, and habitat
connectivity. The KSRP is a BC Hydro-led initiative
focused on the return of a self-sustaining sockeye
salmon run to the Coquitlam River Watershed.
Fish Hatcheries
(Water Services)
Metro Vancouver provides funding annually to the
Seymour Salmonid Society to operate the Seymour
River Hatchery and run education programs for
school groups. Water Services has a collaborative
agreement with Capilano River Hatchery for the
ongoing maintenance and operations of infrastructure
supplying water to the Capilano River Hatchery.
Watershed Environmental Management works with
Fisheries and Oceans Canada and volunteers at the
Grist Goesen Memorial Hatchery on the Coquitlam
River to ensure an adequate supply of water for fish
rearing. In 2019, Water Services installed a flow meter
and turbidity meter on the raw water supplied to
Grist Goesen Memorial Hatchery to monitor real-time
changes in water quality and quantity that may impact
hatchery operations. Water Services developed an
alarm warning system to alert hatchery personnel to
help prevent fish and egg mortalities due to issues with
water supply.
Road Deactivation
(Water Services)
Water Services staff deactivated 500 metres of nonessential forest service road in Seymour Watershed.
Natural hydrological regimes were restored and native
vegetation re-planted. Critical riparian habitat in the
lower reaches of the Seymour Watershed was restored
and re-planted with native species. Riparian areas
provide important refuge for aquatic and terrestrial
species.
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• PROMOTE POLLINATOR-FRIENDLY GARDENING AND LANDSCAPING TO PROVIDE CONNECTED
HABITAT ACROSS THE REGION
Grow Green Guide
(External Relations, Regional Planning
& Housing Services)
The growgreenguide.ca website was launched in 2016
in collaboration with the UBC Botanical Garden to
provide residents throughout the region with guidance

on how to grow an eco-friendly lawn or garden,
regardless of gardening skill or space constraints.
In 2019, Grow Green plants were assessed by local
experts to create accurate and regionally relevant
information on plants that support native birds and a
‘Green Thumb News’ article was published on creating
a pollinator-friendly garden.

Strategy 2.4 Conserve habitat for species and ecosystems
• SECURE LAND FOR REGIONAL PARKS CENTERED ON PROTECTION OF THE REGION’S IMPORTANT
NATURAL AREAS IN COLLABORATION WITH PARTNERS
Implementation of Regional Parks Land Acquisition
2050 Strategy
(Regional Parks)
The Regional Parks Land Acquisition 2050 Strategy
was adopted by the Metro Vancouver Board in 2018
and identifies land suitable for protection as a regional
park. In 2019, Regional Parks began implementation of
the strategy and acquired over 80 hectares of land to
expand the North Alouette Regional Greenway, Codd
Wetland Ecological Conservancy Area, and Kanaka
Creek and Minnekhada Regional Parks.

Also in 2019, the Metro Vancouver Board approved
a $4-million annual increase to the Regional Park
Land Acquisition Fund to support implementation of
the Land Acquisition strategy. This will allow for the
purchase of additional natural areas for regional park
land starting in 2020, and support climate mitigation
and adaptation in the region.

A rufous hummingbird enjoys the community gardens in Colony Farm Regional Park
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• RESTORE AND ENHANCE TERRESTRIAL AND AQUATIC HABITAT TO SUPPORT BIODIVERSITY
Ecological Restoration Program
(Regional Parks)
Continuing the program to restore degraded sites,
enhance biodiversity, and promote ecosystem
resilience in the Regional Parks System. In 2019, habitat
restoration projects were completed at many parks,
including Colony Farm, Boundary Bay, Iona Beach,
Tynehead, Burnaby Lake, Surrey Bend, Aldergrove,
Campbell Valley and Brae Island Regional Parks.
Examples of projects include:
• Installing an underground dam to restore hydrology
at Camosun bog. Removal of invasive plants and
replanting with coniferous trees over an 18-hectare
area (Pacific Spirt Regional Park)
• Removing pine seedlings to support bog restoration
(Burns Bog Regional Park), and

• Installation of new beaver resistant culverts at Pacific
Spirit Regional Park, and a beaver resistant outflow
pipe for the Killarney Lake dam at Crippen Regional
Park as a coexistence strategy.
Grasslands Management Program
(Regional Parks)
Continued program to improve old-field habitat
values identified in Park Management Plans, especially
areas identified as being of conservation concern.
The priority is further renovation and monitoring of
grassland areas located in Campbell Valley, Aldergrove,
and Tynehead Regional Parks.
Barn Swallow Compensation Structures
(Water Services)

Regional Parks has an ongoing program to enhance
habitat within our parks system. In 2019, this program
included:

Watershed staff worked with a qualified environmental
professional consultant to install exclusion measures
to prevent barn swallow colony nesting on facilities
and thus potential harm to nests resulting from
watershed operations work. To compensate for this
and ensure endangered barn swallow populations in
the Lower Seymour Conservation Reserve have access
to suitable nesting structures, staff constructed a
compensation structure nearby. Additional structures
will be constructed in 2020 in Capilano and Seymour
Watersheds. Compensation structures are monitored
for use by barn swallows and other species.

• Construction of a turtle nesting beach at Campbell
Valley Regional Park;

Marbled Murrelet & Barred Owl Studies
(Water Services)

• Installation of bat boxes at Colony Farm, Widgeon
Marsh, Brae Island, Campbell Valley and Kanaka
Creek Regional Parks;

Watershed Environmental Management works with
staff from the BC Ministry of Forests, Lands, Natural
Resources Operations and Rural Development to
identify and monitor presence of the endangered
Marbled Murrelet in Capilano and Coquitlam
Watersheds. Staff also collaborate with the Province
on barred owl populations studies. Barred owls are
known to outcompete the endangered native Northern
Spotted Owl for habitat. The results of this work will
be used to inform management decisions for the
protection of endangered species.

• Completing restoration of Thornvale Pond.
Renaturalizing a previously built and highly impacted
area with native trees and shrubs (Kanaka Creek
Regional Park)
Habitat Enhancement Program
(Regional Parks)

• Evaluation of barn owl boxes and habitat at Colony
Farm, Derby Reach, Campbell Valley and Aldergrove
Regional Parks and Pitt River Regional Greenway;
• Maintenance and monitoring of 100s of nest boxes
across the system with the help of community
volunteers; and
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Pacific Water Shrew Critical Habitat
(Water Services)

Raptor Protection Protocol
(Water Services)

Watershed Environmental Management worked with
subject matter experts to investigate habitat suitability
and use by the endangered Pacific Water Shrew in
an area identified as ‘critical habitat’ in the Lower
Seymour Conservation Reserve below Seymour Falls
Dam. The Pacific Water Shrew is listed in the federal
Species at Risk Act and the Federal Government has
developed a Recovery Strategy for the species, which
includes protection of critical habitat. The information
gathered by Metro Vancouver will be used during
project planning and construction to mitigate potential
impacts to sensitive shrew populations and their
habitat.

Water Services developed and distributed a Raptor
Protection Protocol to assist staff, contractors, and
consultants in the protection of raptors and their nests
during Metro Vancouver construction projects. Raptor
habitat suitability mapping in the Lower Mainland is
underway with Water Services staff collaborating with
BCIT and municipalities to map known raptor nest
sites. This information can be used for project planning
and maintenance scheduling to mitigate potential
impacts to raptors and their nests during sensitive
times of the year, ensure regulatory compliance, and
avoid construction delays.

• CONDUCT A REVIEW OF METRO 2040 ENVIRONMENTAL AND CLIMATE CHANGE POLICIES TO INFORM
THE NEXT ITERATION OF THE REGIONAL GROWTH STRATEGY
Metro 2040 Environment, Climate Change and
Natural Hazards Policy Reviews (Regional Planning &
Housing Services)
In 2019, Regional Planning initiated the review of
several key policy areas in Metro Vancouver 2040:
Shaping our Future (Metro 2040), the regional growth
strategy, including the policies under Goal 3: Protect
the Environment and Respond to Climate Change
Impacts. Staff hosted a half-day policy forum on
June 6, 2019 with representatives from member
jurisdictions, academia, consulting practice, other
levels of government, health authorities, and other

Metro Vancouver departments to discuss regional
environmental land use policies that would better
protect ecologically important areas, enhance
biodiversity-led regional green infrastructure, and link
green space in urban areas to human health. Regional
Planning staff also initiated a Climate Change and
Natural Hazards policy review in late 2019 to inform the
Metro 2040 update. The review will apply a ‘climate
lens’ increasing the prominence of greenhouse gas
emissions, climate adaptation and resiliency policies in
the updated regional growth strategy
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Urban forests help us adapt to climate change by cooling our cities, storing and
sequestering carbon, and intercepting rainwater

GOAL 3: Nurture nature within communities
Strategy 3.1 Promote sustainable green spaces within communities
• PROVIDE DATA, CONDUCT RESEARCH, AND CONVENE FORUMS TO SUPPORT MEMBER JURISDICTIONS
IN PLANNING COMMUNITIES WITH SUFFICIENT GREEN SPACES SUCH AS PARKS, NATURE TRAILS, AND
URBAN FORESTS
Tree Canopy Cover and Imperviousness
(Regional Planning & Housing Services)
Using the Metro Vancouver Land Cover Classification
dataset described above, Metro Vancouver conducted
an analysis of tree canopy cover1 and impervious
surfaces2 across the region to inform land use planning
and Ecological Health Framework indicator reporting in
future years. In this region, tree canopy cover measures
54% for the entire Metro Vancouver land base, and
32% for the portion of the land within the Urban
Containment Boundary, with great variation among
neighbourhoods and land use types. Impervious

surfaces total 20% regionally and 50% of the land base
within the Urban Containment Boundary. Although
regional trend data is not yet available, the report used
available data to show that regional tree canopy cover
is likely in decline, and impervious surfaces are most
likely increasing as parts of the region urbanize. These
indicators will be updated in the future to provide more
accurate trend data. The report also includes a number
of recommendations to turn these trends around,
including continued monitoring to inform actions,
adopting and enforcing tree protection bylaws, and
implementing green infrastructure approaches.

1 Tree canopy cover refers to the leaves and branches that form a visible layer if one is viewing the region from the air, and the extent to which they cover the
ground.
2
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Impervious surfaces, such as paved roads and buildings, are surfaces that allow very little or no water to pass through them.
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Urban Forest Climate Adaptation Initiative
(Regional Planning & Housing Services)
In addition to the actions noted under Strategy
1.5, Regional Planning staff hosted an Urban Forest
Climate Adaptation workshop in 2019 with over 100
practitioners from across the region including arborists,
growers, landscape architects, planners, environment

managers, grounds/maintenance staff, urban foresters,
and health authority representatives. The workshop
collected information about tree species selection
decision points from each group and sought feedback
on the development of an online tree decision-making
tool.

• PROMOTE SUSTAINABLE BEST PRACTICE IN GARDENING AND LANDSCAPING FOR RESIDENTS
AND PROFESSIONALS
Grow Green Guide (External Relations, Regional
Planning & Housing Services)

Biosolids in Landscaping
(Liquid Waste Services)

In addition to the enhancements mentioned under
Strategy 2.3, ‘Green Thumb News’ articles were
added to growgreenguide.ca throughout 2019 to
support sustainable gardening practices, such as low
maintenance lawn alternatives, lawn watering tips,
understanding soil health, preserving your summer
harvest, and why plant trees. Grow Green plants were
also assessed by local experts to create accurate
and regionally relevant information on plant-specific
watering requirements.

In 2019, Metro Vancouver biosolids recovered from
advanced wastewater treatment were used to fabricate
45,000 m3 of landscaping soil. Approximately 11,000
m3 of Nutrifor Landscaping Soil were used by Metro
Vancouver and its member municipalities for enhancing
green spaces, creating wildlife habitat and landscaping
of public spaces. For more information visit nutrifor.ca.

Community Gardening Handbook
(Regional Planning & Housing Services)

A research project was completed in 2019 to map
compost markets in BC. This project examined the
current and potential supply of compost from organic
diversion programs, identifying potential compost
needs in the agricultural sector based on provincial soil
texture and agricultural crops. Research is underway
to sample and test compost sold by BC retailers and
analyze its quality and safety with regards to potential
contamination by foreign materials.

Metro Vancouver Housing is committed to assisting our
residents to develop thriving, sustainable community
gardens. In 2019, Metro Vancouver published Good
Gardens Good Communities Community Gardening
Handbook: Your Guide to Gardening at Metro
Vancouver Housing which provides information to
assist the community to plan, develop and manage a
community garden.

Municipal Waste-Derived Compost Research
(Solid Waste Services)
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• EMPLOY SUSTAINABLE BEST PRACTICE IN LANDSCAPING ON METRO VANCOUVER LANDS
Shared Garden Spaces and Landscaping on
Metro Vancouver Housing Sites
(Regional Planning & Housing Services)
Soon to be completed, Heather Place Building A will
provide 67 affordable homes for families, couples,
singles and seniors, and the surrounding grounds
include shared community gardens, a fruit orchid,
edible greenscaping, a landscaped public pocket
park space, and an infiltration trench that collects
and controls the stormwater onsite before being
discharged into the city services. The building also
features a sedum mix green roof.
The courtyard of Evergreen Downs Apartments features
large raised garden beds interspersed with permeable
pavement where tenants can meet as a community.
Many of the garden beds are dedicated to growing
different fruits and vegetables and will be managed
by those tenants that want their own beds. There will
be a new greenhouse where tenants can propagate
seedlings for their beds. The planned planting within
the landscape will include native plants and those that
encourage pollinators (bees and butterflies).

The community garden space at Kelly Court is at the
west side of the property for maximum sun exposure.
As the majority of tenants at Kelly Court have
accessibility issues, the primary design strategy for this
garden space was around accessibility standards, so
the walkways and permeable paved surfaces are wide
enough for mobilized wheelchairs to turn around in
place and most of the garden beds are raised off the
ground and allow for better wheelchair access. The
western border of the community garden includes a
living fence, or ‘food crop hedge’. Similar to Evergreen
Downs, the planned planting within the landscape
will include native plants and those that encourage
pollinators (bees and butterflies).
Annacis Research Centre Butterflyway Garden
(Liquid Waste Services)
Nutrifor Landscaping Soil, made with biosolids
recovered from advanced wastewater treatment,
was used to create a butterflyway garden at Annacis
Research Centre. The garden was created in
coordination with the David Suzuki Foundation’s
Butterflyway Project, which aims to develop a
Canada-wide network of habitat for bees, butterflies
and other insects.

The butterflyway garden at Annacis Research Centre attracts many pollinators
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Strategy 3.2 Build a broad base of understanding and support for ecological health
• CONTINUE TO PROVIDE INTERPRETIVE, EDUCATIONAL, AND STEWARDSHIP PROGRAMS, TEACHER
WORKSHOPS, FORUMS, AND YOUTH LEADERSHIP OPPORTUNITIES TO ENHANCE PUBLIC
UNDERSTANDING AND ENJOYMENT OF THE NATURAL ENVIRONMENT WITHIN OUR REGIONAL PARKS,
CONSERVATION RESERVES, GREENWAYS, AND WATERSHEDS
Regional Parks Public Interpretation and
Stewardship Programs (Regional Parks)
In 2019, Regional Park’s staff provided 782 interpretive
programs and events to 47,222 participants, helping to
deepen understanding and appreciation of nature in
regional parks. This includes group programs, public
programs, events, education blitz, and contact with
the public at nature houses. Community-based Park
Associations also continued to support Regional Parks
by providing educational programs and events. These
Park Associations engaged 10,457 participants in 207
events and programs in 2019.
The development of a Public Programming Strategy
will help Regional Parks meet its objectives to
‘protect’ and ‘connect’ through the provision of
programming and interpretation that will deepen
public understanding, appreciation and protection of
the natural environment. These programs are typically
listed in Regional Parks Nature Program Guide. The
strategy was developed in 2019 and will be completed
in 2020.

Volunteers spent over 15,000 hours conducting
stewardship activities in Regional Parks in 2019.
Stewardship activities included native planting, invasive
species removal, monitoring and habitat maintenance.
Metro Vancouver School and Youth Leadership
Programs (External Relations)
Metro Vancouver offers programs to increase
awareness about its core services among the
kindergarten through grade 12 (K–12) audience.
Teachers and students are equipped with the
understanding, skills, inspiration, and BC curriculumconnected tools to integrate Metro Vancouver content,
with their ongoing teaching, learning, and leadership
initiatives. Resources, field trips, facility tours, teacher
professional development workshops, and youth
leadership programs are offered to engage K-12
audiences and promote understanding of regional
sustainability topics including water, wastewater, waste,
air quality, climate change, regional planning, and
ecological health. In 2019, these programs reached
approximately 1,200 K–12 teachers and 2,300 high
school student leaders.

Local residents learned about salmon at Coho Commotion in Capilano River Regional Park
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Watershed Education Program
(Water Services)
Water Services offers curriculum-connected programs
for K-12 audiences that introduce students to the
source of their drinking water while emphasizing
conservation of this essential resource and the
importance of ecologically resilient watersheds. In
2019, 120 classes participated in these programs with
over 3,400 students. These programs include a full-

day tour of the watershed as well as pre- and postprogram activities for teachers to incorporate into their
classroom learning.
Water Services staff also led family and special interest
group tours in the Lower Seymour Conservation
Reserve, Coquitlam and Capilano watersheds. In 2019,
over 2,400 people learned about our watersheds via
public tours.

• INCREASE PUBLIC AWARENESS ABOUT THE VALUE OF HEALTHY ECOSYSTEMS AND WAYS RESIDENTS
CAN ENHANCE ECOLOGICAL HEALTH
Behaviour Change Campaigns
(External Relations, Solid Waste Services,
Liquid Waste Services, Water Services)
In 2019, Metro Vancouver ran several major public
behaviour change campaigns that benefited ecological
health directly or indirectly:
• ‘Hey! Food scraps aren’t garbage’ encourages the
diversion of food waste from disposal in support of
the regional organics disposal ban;
• ‘Put waste in its place’ discourages illegal dumping
and abandonment of wastes;

• ‘The Unflushables’ educates residents about the
proper disposal of ‘unflushables’ such as wipes
(baby wipes, personal hygiene wipes and cleaning
wipes), paper towels, medications, hair, tampons +
applicators, floss and condoms;
• ‘Wipe it, green bin it’ asks residents to put small
amounts of grease in their green bins, instead of
down their sinks; and
• ‘We love water’ educates residents about where their
water comes from, why it’s important to conserve,
and provides easy tips to use a little less around the
home.

• ‘Think Thrice’ encourages the reuse and repair
of clothing, and the prevention of clothing waste
through better purchasing decisions;
• ‘Create memories, not garbage’ encourages the
giving of long-lasting and/or waste-free gifts during
the holiday season;
• ‘More than meets the eye’ encourages recycling of
electronic items to keep harmful chemicals out of our
environment;
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Caring for the Air Report
(Air Quality & Climate Change)

Rental Tenant Programs
(Regional Planning & Housing Services)

Metro Vancouver Air Quality & Climate Change
publishes a plain-language report called Caring for
the Air each year to highlight Metro Vancouver’s air
quality and climate change programs. The 2019 edition
included two articles that highlighted the connections
between air emissions and ecological health:

Metro Vancouver Housing owns and operates 49
affordable rental housing sites across the region,
providing 3,400 units of low end of market and
subsidized housing for more than 9,400 people. In
2019, Metro Vancouver helped rental tenants enhance
ecological health by:

• ‘Mimicking Nature to Reduce Waste’ is about the
National Industrial Symbiosis Program, which is
based on the idea that in nature, one organism’s
waste can be another organism’s resource.

• Expanding a free perishable food program that
ensures good food is removed from the waste
stream and offered to low income residents. This
program resulted in measurable benefits by reducing
residents’ grocery bills and food waste.

• ‘Reducing the Risks of Wildfire Smoke in Metro
Vancouver’ outlines how we can prevent wildfires by
managing our watersheds and regional parks.
In addition to these two articles, content about climate
change and the Clean Air Plan refer to the impacts of
climate change on our ecosystems.

• Engaging residents from selected housing sites
in an Energy Competition to reduce their energy
consumption, in partnership with Fortis BC. Creating
awareness is the first step in changing behaviour and
our ecological footprint.
• Assisting Greystone Village residents to work with
Eagle Creek Stream Keepers Society and organize
a clean-up of the salmon bearing creek that borders
the housing site. Residents and the surrounding
community came together to help protect this
ecologically sensitive area.

• DEVELOP A COMMON LEXICON, TRAINING MODULES, AND MATERIALS TO INCREASE STAFF AND
MEMBER SUPPORT FOR ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AND ENHANCEMENT PROJECTS
Environmental Awareness Training
(Water Services, Liquid Waste Services)

• ‘Liquid Waste Services Routine Operational
Discharges’ describes what routine operational
discharges are; how Liquid Waste Services monitors,
models and assesses their interaction with the
environment; and how the assessments inform
planning and decisions.

Liquid Waste Services and Water Services staff
developed several e-Learning training modules
to increase staff and contractor environmental
awareness on:
• ‘Environmental Awareness for Water and Liquid
Waste Field Work’ describes why Metro Vancouver
needs to manage environmental risk, how typical
field work activities can impact the environment,
and what measures should be taken to prevent and
mitigate potential impacts from field work activities.

• ‘Invasive Species in Metro Vancouver’ provides
information about invasive species found in Metro
Vancouver, impacts, policies, regulations, prevention,
reporting for Water Services and Regional Parks staff,
contractors, and volunteers.
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• ‘Watershed Protection – Watershed Orientation’
provides information to staff, contractors, and
consultants entering Capilano, Seymour, or
Coquitlam Watersheds on environmental protection
measures, such as regulations, sanitary guidelines,
and materials importation guidelines.
Water Services’ in-house subject matter experts also
provided training sessions to staff within the utility
on a variety of environment-related topics, including
environmental incident response and reporting, wildlife
protection and reporting, and water quality sampling
and measurement.
Watershed Protection Protocol Education and
Enforcement (Water Services)
Watershed Environmental Management staff continue
to make contractors and consultants aware of our
established watershed entry restrictions and equipment
cleaning protocols. Watershed staff enforce protocols
at entrance gates by inspecting all vehicles and
equipment that enter the watersheds and Lower
Seymour Conservation Reserve for mud, oil, grease,
invasive plant parts, zebra or quagga mussels, or other
contaminants. Equipment or vehicles that do not
meet guidelines are either turned away or required
to undergo decontamination cleaning prior to entry.
Equipment decontamination stations are set up and
maintained at each gate.
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Regional Parks Advisory Committee
(Regional Parks)
The Regional Parks Advisory Group facilitates
communication and information sharing between
Regional and Municipal Park staff on matters relating
to regional parks program delivery. Topics discussed in
2019 included natural capital assets, natural resource
management, managing invasive European chafer
beetle, and nature houses in Regional Parks.
Stormwater Inter-agency Liaison Group
(Liquid Waste Services)
In 2019, the Stormwater Inter-agency Liaison Group
continued to meet on a bimonthly basis to share
information and best practices, and to identify areas
for collaboration. Topics included: source control
verification standards, training and certification
programs; operations and maintenance strategies
and new technologies; groundwater impacts due to
urbanization; erosion and sediment control issues
and best practices; and Monitoring and Adaptive
Management Framework data sharing
and interpretation.
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Regional Planning Advisory Committee Environment Subcommittee
(Regional Planning & Housing Services)

Regional Engineers Advisory Committee Climate Protection Subcommittee
(Air Quality & Climate Change)

Since 2016, Regional Planning has been convening an
Environment Subcommittee of the Regional Planning
Advisory Committee (RPAC-ENV). Membership on
the Subcommittee includes municipal environmental,
parks and planning staff member jurisdictions across
the region and both health authorities. The RPAC-ENV
meets quarterly and to explore ideas, contribute input
and advice, collectively implement priority initiatives,
provide feedback on research, and share technical and
policy information on issues related to invasive species.
Topics of interest in 2019 included the Sensitive
Ecosystem Inventory, a green infrastructure network,
international green city initiatives, eagle and heron
nest management, natural capital assets inventory
and valuation, riparian area encroachment, regional
greenways plan, urban forest climate adaptation, and
Metro 2040 environmental land use policies.

Composed primarily of municipal energy managers
or sustainability staff, the Climate Protection
Subcommittee of the Regional Engineers Advisory
Committee (REAC-CPS) meetings monthly to discuss
climate-related matters of importance to member
municipalities. In 2019, the REAC-CPS discussed
greenhouse gas reduction topics (including clean
vehicle standards, electric vehicle promotion and
infrastructure, greenhouse gas modelling and targets,
organics recycling credits, the provincial Clean BC
plan, and the Clean Air Plan), Climate Emergency
Declaration responses, and the update to Metro 2040.
Staff also co-hosted a session on climate adaptation
topics (low carbon resilience, risk assessments, coastal
flooding, healthy design guidelines, natural capital,
and agricultural adaptation) in collaboration with the
RPAC-Environment Subcommittee.
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Conclusion
Metro Vancouver is clearly passionate about ecological health. In
2019, the organization advanced over 100 initiatives that support
ecological health by improving environmental performance
in its services and functions, collecting and analyzing regional
environmental data to inform decision making, and designing new
facilities with a vision to reduce impacts and enhance ecosystem
function. Progress was also made toward conserving habitat for
species and ecosystems, and increasing green spaces within
communities, enhancing the ecosystem services, such as clean
water, clean air, and carbon storage, that are vital for both human
and ecological health.
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